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EVENT REVIEW by Candela Delgado-Marín  

 

Silent Cacophony on Remembrance Day 

 

Silent Cacophony took place on the 11
th

 of November 2013, around London, where artists and 

performers narrated stories of war and conflict intermingled with the city. The event honoured 

the victims of the Zeppelin and V2 attacks during World War I and World War II, 

respectively. The nature of the aerial bombs made them destructive machines that were barely 

audible from the ground before impact. As a consequence, civilians were psychologically 

immersed in the terror created by these unpredictable attacks that often prevented them from 

finding shelter. Installations, performances and visual pieces of art, all took place at locations 

where bombs had hit the ground. 

 The event was supported by Arts Council England, SHM Foundation, Queen Mary, 

University of London, media partners such as The Londonist, as well as by local businesses, 

councils, libraries and representatives of local communities. More than 30 performances took 

place, not only in London, but also around the UK and internationally (such as in Austin, 

Texas and Cambridge, Massachusetts), and the central theme of each was the paradoxical 

communicative capacities of the pregnant silences left by war and commemorated through 

contextualized art; the whole event, then, played with the opposition of silence and sound. 

 Silent Cacophony was organised by Platform-7, a live performance company working in 

public spaces that was created by founder John McKiernan in 2009.
1
 The company’s name is 

a reflection of the non-existence of a platform number seven in London Bridge Train Station. 

This large terminus is the oldest railway station in central London. McKiernan realized that 

most commuters do not notice this structural absence; thus, the invisibility of urban 

surroundings in postmodern lives became the trigger for cogitations on the physicality of the 

emotional, ideological and intellectual features that create the matrix of society and common 

pasts. Platform-7 has already orchestrated a number of major conceptual art interventions in 

diverse locations which ponder on sensitive histories, heritage and empathy.  

 The map of interventions covered a large area of London, mainly around transport fare 

zones 1 and 2. The various art forms were connected by their sensual cogency. The 

imaginative visual and aural pieces interacted with Londoners, creating a cohesive final 

product; hence, the pieces of the puzzle were put together and Silent Cacophony functioned as 

a single overarching event. I have selected five participations framing the places involved and 

manifestations created. In northern Finchley, visual artist Nick Scammell linked two trees 

near the houses that were bombed in 1944. The trunks were tied with “fragile” tape, where 

dried leaves where attached, inscribed with the names of the victims. In the West of the city, 

in Shepherd’s Bush, poet Dzifa Benson performed guerrilla poetry, reading lines about the 

silence of victims to passers-by. She engaged with the listeners and their reactions and words 

served as triggers for her upcoming creations. In the district of Bow in East London, musician 

Duncan Menzies played the bagpipe in the middle of a vast roundabout only when the traffic 

was in motion; as lights went red and vehicles stopped, he interrupted the music. 

Consequently, the notes could not be heard, drowned by the noise of modernity. In southern 

Brixton, in the local library, photographer Leila Segal exhibited pictures of her project with 

women who have escaped human trafficking and torture in Sudan and the Sinai desert. The 

women were granted a voice in workshops where they were handed cameras to document 

their previously “gagged” experiences. Finally, one of the interventions in central London 

took place in Holborn. In 26 war-related books of the local library, visual artist Terry Duffy 

inserted 26 limited edition prints of his series “Monuments”. The number commemorated the 

amount of people killed nearby in 1915 during WWI Zeppelin bombing raids. In this manner, 
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their forgotten past regained relevance in history and was handled again by locals and, thus, 

reincorporated in the collective memory. 

 Rigorous academic analyses have already been developed around the event. Professor 

Andy Pratt, City University London, has completed an examination of the collaboration of 

artists, institutions and communities, by studying, not only Silent Cacophony, but also past 

Platform-7’s interventions.
2
  He has gathered pre- and post-event information by means of 

interviews with the participants, drawing conclusions on the process behind the organisation 

of an artistic event of such scale and wide participation. Additionally, John McKiernan has 

created a rich archive of media and text. On the event’s official website, participants have 

narrated their experience and how it affected their constructs of war, conflict and 

remembrance.
3
 Their testimonies function as an honest portrayal of the process of assessment 

of values and beliefs set in motion by the event.  

 For instance, photographer Fae Harmer recalls becoming aware of a rusting silent siren in 

Lewisham. The concept of a muted residue of war resonated perfectly with the intention of 

this event. The photographer explains that the spoken word, musical and puppeteer 

performance that she captured convinced her that “art had allowed them [the audience at a 

loss for words] to speak”.
 4

 Media artist Eleonora Oreggia, who performed in Poplar, explains 

that for her, impersonating the roles of the victims and the witnesses of the bombing tragedies 

helped the beholder experience “the drama of history, yet purged of its violence and ritualized 

in the present”.
5
 Natasha Reid’s installation outside of St. Paul’s Cathedral was a beautiful 

and delicate mobile of threads and pieces of shattered plaster; her attempt was to “uncover the 

layers of history and meaning which shape the experience of a particular place”.
6
 In her 

quiescent reminder of violence, she was particularly moved when a child who was passing-

by, oblivious to the message intended, picked a piece of plaster from the floor and knotted it 

to the installation. This is part of the essence of Silent Cacophony; the way in which art is 

handed out to the public to be freely interpreted and thus mutually affect each other’s 

preconceptions and expectations on what a memorial should be or, even, what a cultural event 

should be.  

 That is the exact effect Silent Cacophony had on artist Dawn Cole. She created the ‘Silence 

of Knitting’ in an Edwardian public shelter in Margate, where knitters worked on their threads 

and needles in silence, recreating how this craft of pattern creation was, in fact, a comfort for 

service men and women. Dawn claims that she did not know what to expect from the 

outcomes, but that the unsettling feeling of unpredictability turned into a revelation: “I kept 

thinking that this was what remembering should feel like, a loud, furious, confusing series of 

jumbled thoughts that made no sense but weren’t supposed to”.
7
 Her peaceful act of 

remembrance provided an outlet for the painful confusion left by war.  

 I suggest that the event demonstrated the efficacy of silence as a communicative code and 

inherent component of visual and performative arts. The artists projected both positive 

silences, understood as counter rhetoric of resistance, and negative silences, represented by 

the voices deprived of power in social identification and, hence, rendered invisible in cultural 

heritage and memory. When anonymous passers-by watched the acts, the engagement 

activated empathy, without limiting their reaction through curated descriptions or educational 

preliminaries. I believe that this effect was achieved because Platform-7 conceived silence as 

a space that liberates the beholder from the dictatorial nature of language as a label of the 

establishment and mainstream normative artistic products. Ultimately, these pieces of art 

aimed at considering the materiality of silence, noise and voice in the urban environment, 

through a close study of cultural artefacts and the audience’s interaction with them. 

 For every participant, being involved in Silent Cacophony represented a learning curve, a 

rewriting of war remembrance events, the function of art, its interaction with urban spaces, 

and the different channels in which artists can reach communities. In this manner, the event 
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opened up a chain of questions, frequently ignored outside of commemorations, and, 

sometimes, even then. Those questions created a draft of the preconceptions that had been 

rooted and fed, accessing, through reconsiderations, a wider set of perspectives. Hence, this 

event was not shaped in the form of instruction; the audience was actively engaged, turning 

them into prosumers of art and remembrance in their society. 
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